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This learning event

• Provides an overview of policymaking to address complexity

• Enables senior government officials to explore some tools and 
methods for policymaking that support better support to managing 
complexity and uncertainty 

• Today :

➢Applying systems thinking in national development policy

➢Agenda setting for complexity

➢Engaging people in policy design

➢Better target setting and prioritization



Are our policies ready 
for today’s complexity?
..Decisive and urgent action needed

• Converging crises – climate, biodiversity, 
food and now pandemic

• As environmental resources become 
more constrained there is tighter 
“coupling” and linkages between 
economic, socio-political and 
biophysical/environmental systems. 

• System interactions, feedback, tipping 
points (threshold effects) create 
uncertainty.



Complexity creates 
risk ..& opportunities



Policymaking needs across the policy cycle

• Understanding systems interactions, 
system thresholds and feedback loops 
(+ve and –ve) becomes more critical

• Science/policy interface strengthened

• Engaging stakeholders & understanding 
of social perceptions and attitudes 

• “Setting” system boundaries through 
policy

• Attention to institutions – coordination, 
capacity

• Monitoring, adaptation, iteration

Agenda setting

Design

Adoption/ 
Legitimation

Implementation

Evaluation



Updating policymaking across the policy cycle
Shift from Policymaking for complexity

Agenda setting Top down • Problem formulation (multi-trans disciplinary)

• Foresight/futures thinking

• Risk management

Policy design Expert led, with some 

consultation 

• Systems analysis, modelling approaches, scenario development

• Stakeholder engagement

• Data/analytical innovation

• Science/policy interface (evidence/scientific base)

• Attention to tradeoffs and synergistic effects

• Identifying system boundaries/thresholds

• Building resilience, risk management

Adoption/ 

legitimation

Legislative/regulatory 

focused

• Mission-orientation

Implementation Silo-based • Institutional mapping

• Cross disciplinary

Monitoring Traditional M & E 

frameworks

• Targeted indicators of progress (including systemic indicators

• Iteration, adaptation, adjustment



Policy design for complexity – different types 
of adaptation for complexity
Goals
• Building system resilience (to shocks and unforeseen events)
• Risk management
• System thresholds and boundaries recognized and reinforced in policy  >> e.g. through setting systems targets and 

boundaries (avoiding tipping points)

Tools and methods
• Coupled modelling approaches
• Systems analysis (understanding impacts across a range of sectors/actors)
• Strengthened interface with evidence/science and deliberation
• Engaging stakeholders
• Data/analytical innovation for better targeting

Principles
• Precautionary principle
• Iteration – monitoring and adaptation



Benefits of engaging people – beyond 
managing complexity

CORE VALUES

CLEAR 
ENGAGEMENT 
PURPOSE

INSTITUTIONAL 
MANDATES AND 
COMPETENCE

QUALITY 
ENGAGEMENT 
DESIGN AND 
DELIVERY

Engaged and active 
citizens as partners 
in creating a shared 
future

Trust building >>>>>



Better engagement - a

planning & assessment tool

A set of practical indicators of quality engagement  

to support each dimension. The indicators point to

specific interventions in designing, planning, delivering  

and managing meaningful engagement processes.

Four

dimensions  

of meaningful 

engagement

A framework  

of indicators

An assessment 

guide

The critical elements of meaningful stakeholder  

engagement for the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable  

Development.

Uses the indicator framework to help define  

engagement practice that is below standard, minimum  

acceptable standard, and finally leading practice.

Includes scoring and interpretation guides.



• The reason & mandate to engage is clear to all staff
• There is guidance and support to staff through internal policies, 

standards and resources
• Organizational culture is aligned with values and principles  that 

promote the right to participate
• There is skilled application of the engagement process
• Flexibility, authority and resources to engage are present
• The organization understands its stakeholders

Effectively engaging stakeholders 
requires institutional “engagement 
competence” - this means



Thank you!


